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This thesis tested a CW fiber-based Raman amplifier implemented in a backward 
pumped geometry.  To create a seed for the amplifier, a CW Nd:YAG laser operating at 
1.064μm was used to pump a 50μm multimode graded index fiber using fiber Bragg 
gratings to create a Raman Fiber Laser (RFL) Oscillator with a Stokes beam at 1.116μm.  
The Stokes beam was then used to seed two lengths, 5.3km and 2.5km, of 50μm 
multimode graded index fiber.  The fiber amplifier was pumped by a second CW 
Nd:YAG laser in the backward geometry. 
Spectral data taken for both fibers indicated that the backward geometry avoided 
the problem of Four Wave Mixing (FWM) present in the forward geometry for 
amplification.  Gain and beam cleanup were observed in both lengths of fiber.  An M2 of 
6.7 ± 0.2 was observed in the 5.3km fiber with 5 W of pumping.  With 9 W of pump, a 
gain of 321.3% was observed, but severe attenuation due to the length of fiber prevented 
overall amplification of the seed with the available pump power.  The 2.5km fiber 
produced an M2 of 3.9 ± 0.5 with 5 W of pumping. With 10 W of pump, a gain of 
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BACKWARD AMPLIFICATION AND BEAM CLEANUP OF A RAMAN FIBER 







The number of applications utilizing fiber lasers has seen a significant growth in 
recent years, and as a result they have become more widespread.  As the technology 
behind them continues to mature, their capabilities will likely expand further with each 
passing year.  One of the key areas responsible for the observed growth of these lasers is 
the rapid strides made in the amount of power they are capable of delivering while 
maintaining excellent beam quality.  The possibility for high power applications opens 
the way for new customers to employ these lasers. 
One customer interested in high power fiber lasers is the Department of Defense 
(DoD).  The most notable DoD work with high power lasers so far is the Air Force’s 
Airborne Laser (ABL) and the Army’s Tactical High Energy Laser (THEL).  Both the 
ABL and THEL use chemical lasers to generate the high energy beam needed to destroy 
their targets.  However, chemical lasers are difficult to support logistically due to the 
necessity of transporting large quantities of specialized chemicals along with the laser.  
The chemicals are an unattractive limiting factor because they limit the number of shots.  
Also, the reaction chambers for the chemical lasing process and associated heat and 
chemical dissipation system tend to be bulky, further limiting the portability of these 
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Figure 1. Artist’s Concept of ABL (3). 
 
Fiber lasers offer some of the advantages that chemical lasers lack for meeting the 
needs of DoD.  They are very compact and lightweight.  Their large surface areas often 
enable air cooling for heat management.  Semiconductor lasers using electrical power are 
already the standard method for optically pumping fiber lasers, providing mature 
techniques for coupling these devices together.  Finally, both the semiconductor pump 
laser and fiber laser incorporate the ruggedness required by DoD for durability and 
transportability during deployment.  If fiber lasers can also meet the desired beam quality 
and high power required, they would be a good fit for the next generation of DoD lasers. 
The current primary user of fiber lasers, the communications industry, is not 
especially concerned with the maximum power a fiber laser can attain.  They are much 
more concerned with high beam quality that can maintain its fidelity over long 
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transmission distances.  Therefore, their research has focused almost exclusively on 
single-mode fibers because of the requirement to produce a high quality, unaberrated 
signal.  Single-mode fibers use a small core in which only one transverse mode can 
propagate due to the size of the core.  But the small core also means a small spatial gain 
area, limiting the output power. 
Therefore, the simplest solution for increasing power output and gain in a fiber 
laser is to increase the size of the core by moving from single-mode to multi-mode fibers.  
This also allows for much more energy to be contained within the fiber without 
exceeding the maximum power density that the material can survive.  Unfortunately, 
multi-mode fibers support multiple transverse modes, and as a result beam quality suffers 
dramatically. 
However, the high power offered by multi-mode fibers must be coupled with 
good beam quality in order for the beam to be propagated over large or even moderate 
distances while still achieving a high irradiance at a potential target.  Without high beam 
quality to accompany the high power, the DoD cannot exploit the other benefits of fiber 
lasers.   
Recently, new techniques have emerged that may present a solution to this 
problem of trading power for quality.  A nonlinear process known as Stimulated Raman 
Scattering (SRS) has shown definite beam clean-up qualities at high intensities.  Utilizing 
the SRS conversion process, it is possible to dramatically improve a highly aberrated high 
power beam.  Many methods are being investigated to optimize this conversion process, 




Several recent experiments have attempted to optimize the SRS conversion 
process, particularly in terms of power conversion, amplification, and degree of beam 
cleanup.  However, a significant hindrance has been encountered due to another nonlinear 
process known as Four Wave Mixing (FWM).  Using a forward pumped amplifier, FWM 
causes higher order SRS frequencies to appear prematurely.  The result is that even 
modest powers create output consisting of multiple discrete widely-spaced frequencies 
instead of the desired single frequency. 
The objective of this research is to demonstrate that FWM can be eliminated by 
using a backward pumping geometry.  However, for SRS to remain a viable option for 
use in brightness and power scaling for the DoD, it must also retain its ability to amplify 
the input beam in this configuration and improve the beam’s quality. 
 
Summary 
This chapter reviewed the background surrounding the interest in high power 
lasers by the DoD.  The need for a more maintainable solution is generating interest in 
solid-state lasers and particularly fiber lasers due to their recent rapid progress in 
maximum power output.  Newly emerging techniques like SRS are being explored for 
possible use in furthering the capabilities of fiber lasers.  Currently, FWM presents a 
barrier to power scaling and backward amplification is presented as a possible solution.  





Chapter two focuses on the basics of nonlinear optics and the processes of SRS 
and FWM as they apply to this research effort.  The important physics governing SRS in 
fibers is covered and the recent relevant research is reviewed. 
Chapter three covers the setup for the various experiments performed.  The types 
of equipment used, and methods of measurements taken are then detailed. 
Chapter four presents the results of the experiments and an analysis of the data.  
To evaluate the presence of FWM, data is presented on the spectrum of the amplifier 
output.   Then, beam profile and beam quality measurements are examined in order to 
assess beam cleanup.  Last, power measurements are reviewed to evaluate the amount of 
gain and amplification produced. 
Chapter five concludes the findings presented in chapter four and presents some 




II. Literature Review 
 
Chapter Overview 
This chapter reviews the physics relevant to this research project and its 
experiments.  First is an introduction to the concept of nonlinear optics.  Then the two 
areas of nonlinear optics are discussed that apply to this research, SRS and FWM.  Next 
are the various relevant equations and physics covering SRS and light propagation in a 
fiber.  Finally reviewed is the relevant research leading up to this project. 
 
Introduction to Nonlinear Optics 
Linear optics is the realm of physics enjoyed by the interaction of light and matter 
except in the presence of very strong electric fields.  Before the advent of the laser, such 
strong electric field strengths were encountered relatively rarely.  However, since the 
birth of the age of lasers in 1961 with Maiman’s ruby laser (15:351,434), the field of 
nonlinear optics has developed into a fully recognized regime of light/matter interactions. 
In the field of linear optics the interaction of an electric field with matter is 
described by 
 
 (1)( ) ( )P t E tχ=  (1) 
 
where E (t) is the electric field, (1)χ  is the linear electric susceptibility of the material, 
and P (t) is the polarization of the material (4:2).  This induced polarization of the atomic 
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dipoles in the material is responsible for reflection, and refraction—both well studied, 
and part of the basic foundation of optics. 
However, in the presence of a very strong electric field, the response of a material 
ceases to be linear.  The atomic dipoles can no longer oscillate fast enough to stay in 
phase and maintain the frequency of the exciting electromagnetic field (the light).  As a 
result, they set up a second field in the material which in turn interacts with the 
propagating excitation field.  In order to treat this, Eqn. (1) can be expanded as a power 
series as seen in Eqn. (2) below. 
 
 
2 3(1) (2) (3)( ) ( ) ( ) ( )P t E t E t E tχ χ χ= + + +…  (2) 
 
Again, E (t) is the electric field, (1)χ  is the linear electric susceptibility of the 
material, and P (t) is the polarization of the material.  But now, (2)χ  is the quadratic 
susceptibility and (3)χ  is the cubic susceptibility, etc (4:2).  These higher order 
susceptibilities are present in many materials, but because they are much smaller than the 
linear coefficient, they are not observed until a sufficiently high electric field is present to 
allow them to make a significant contribution to the polarization.  These second and third 
order terms can allow new frequencies to appear that are different from the exciting field 
and are responsible for a host of phenomena like the Pockels effect, Kerr effect, 
stimulated Brillioun scattering, stimulated Raman scattering, Four-Wave Mixing, and 
many others.  Of these, SRS and FWM are both very important to the work presented in 




Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS). 
SRS is a third-order nonlinear effect.  SRS begins as a spontaneous noise 
phenomenon as a result of the exciting field, but the process builds on itself and can 
experience gain until a considerable amount of the exciting field’s energy is converted.  
Raman scattering is a scattering interaction between a pump photon and a vibrational 
state of the molecules of the material.  The pump photon excites a virtual energy level in 
the molecule.  The molecule then emits a Stokes photon and decays to an allowed excited 
vibrational state.  Although the reverse can also occur (a pump photon excites an excited 
vibrational state to a virtual state, then decays to the ground state emitting an anti-Stokes 
photon), the Boltzmann distribution for occupied energy states dictates that this process is 
several orders of magnitude smaller.  Mathematically the conservation of energy during 
Raman scattering is expressed by 
 
 S L vω ω ω= −  (3) 
 
where Lω  is the laser pump frequency, vω  is the vibrational frequency of the molecule, 
and Sω  is the difference between the pump and vibrational frequencies, or Stokes 
frequency. 
 Spontaneous Raman scattering is a fairly weak process and isotropic.  SRS on the 
other hand, tends to be very strong and creates a narrow cone in both the forward and 
backward directions.  It is possible to investigate the relation between these processes 




 ( 1)SS L S
dmP Dm m
dt
= = +  (4) 
 
where SP  represents the probability per unit time that a photon will be emitted into 
Stokes mode S, D is a material proportionality constant, Lm  is the mean number of 
photons per mode of the laser, and Sm  is the mean number of photons in Stokes mode S.  
Manipulating this for a z spatial evolution yields 
 
 1 ( 1)S L S
dm Dm mcdz n
= +  (5) 
 
Here, c is the speed of light and n is the index of refraction of the material.  In the limit 
that Sm <<1, the solution of Eqn. (5) is 
 
 1( ) (0)S S Lm z m Dm zc
n
= +  (6) 
 
where (0)Sm  is the input Stokes photon occupation.  This limit represents the case of  
spontaneous Raman scattering and increases linearly with propagation in z.  But, when 




 ( ) (0)
LDm zc
n
S Sm z m e=  (7) 
 
where exponential growth now occurs in z.  This second limit represents the process of 
SRS (4:452-455). 
In terms of the polarization, the equation that gives rise to the Stokes frequency, 
( )SP ω , for a wave propagating in z is given by 
 
 2(3)( ) 6 ( ) Sik zS S S L L L SP A A eω χ ω ω ω ω= = + −  (8) 
 
where again Sω  is the Stokes frequency, Lω  is the laser frequency, 
(3)χ  is the third order 
susceptibility of the material, LA  is the laser amplitude coefficient, SA  is the Stokes 
amplitude coefficient, and Sk  is the wave vector of the Stokes wave.  For those interested 
in the full development and origin of the above equation, Boyd covers this completely in 
his book (4:70, 419, 460-462). 
Classically, the molecular vibration of SRS can be explained as a consequence of 
a beat frequency between the exciting field and the Stokes field.  If the polarizability of 
the material depends on the internuclear distance of the molecule, it varies in time as the 
molecule vibrates.  This creates sidebands in the laser frequency at ± vω .  Eqn. (3) 
showed this to be the Stokes frequency.  Now, frequency mixing between the laser and 




 v L Sω ω ω= −  (9) 
 
Basically, a sufficient number of Stokes photons beating with the exciting field can 
generate a resonance in the vibrational state.  The exciting field then is modulated by the 
vibrating index of refraction such that more Stokes photons are generated, which 
enhances the resonance, which generates more photons.  This allows for gain at the 
Stokes frequency, and if the first order Stokes frequency meets the threshold condition 
(gain exceeds loss), it can generate its own Stokes photons, also called second order 
Stokes, etc. (4:459-460). 
 
Four Wave Mixing (FWM). 
FWM is also a third-order nonlinear effect.  It occurs when a phase matching 
condition is met between the frequencies present in the material.  The combination of 
three different frequencies creates a fourth frequency by adding or subtracting.  This 
condition is expressed by the following equations 
 
 4 1 2 3k k k k= ± ± ±  (10) 
 




where ik  and iω   are the i
th different k-vector and frequency components combining to 
generate a fourth frequency.  These components can be the same (degenerate) or different 
from each other, but both equations must be satisfied simultaneously. 
 A specific example of FWM of interest is shown below in 
  
 
2 1 1S S S P
ω ω ω ω= + −  (12) 
 
where Pω  is the pump frequency, 1Sω  is the first order Stokes frequency, and 2Sω is the 
second order Stokes frequency.  In a forward pumping geometry, Figure 2a below shows 
that the phase matching condition in the direction of propagation can be met for the 
combination of pump and first order Stokes frequencies needed to produce the second 
order Stokes frequency.  Thus, second order Stokes appears from FWM without the first 
order Stokes reaching the threshold condition.   Similarly, Eqn.(13) shows that second 




3 2 2 1S S S S
ω ω ω ω= + −  (13) 
 





Figure 2. Phase Matching of k-vectors for FWM. (a) The Forward Geometry Can 
Produce Second Order Stokes. (b) The Backward Geometry Cannot Produce a k-
vector of Proper Magnitude for Second Order Stokes. 
 
However, in the backward geometry, Figure 2b above shows that the combination 
of frequencies that generate a second order Stokes frequency cannot also produce the k-
vector of proper magnitude for second order Stokes.  In reality, 
2S
kω  has a magnitude 
that is very close to the magnitude of 
1S
kω , but the backward geometry would require a 
magnitude almost three times that of 
1S
kω  to phase match.  Therefore, this combination 
of FWM is forbidden for the backward geometry.  It is important then to explore the 
backwards geometry to avoid the run-away cascade of frequencies caused by FWM. 
 
Physics of Fibers and Nonlinear Optics 
In order to work with fibers there are a number of important parameters and 
interactions that are vital to understand.  The performance characteristics of a fiber 
include the acceptance angle of the fiber or numerical aperture (NA), the core diameter, 
and the attenuation of the fiber - usually given in dB/km. 
The fiber NA is a measure of the maximum divergence angle of light entering the 
fiber that will be guided down the fiber (12:25).  Fiber NA depends on the difference in 
the refractive indices of the core and the cladding in the fiber.  The NA is a key factor in 
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deciding the size of objective lens to use when coupling light into the fiber.  Trade-offs 
are necessary, since a stronger objective lens will make a smaller spot, but the spot will 
be diverging faster.  If the spot diverges faster than the fiber NA, most of the light will 
not be guided through the fiber core and will end up in the cladding.  However, a weaker 
objective lens may fail to focus the light to a spot as small as the core of the fiber, again 
leaving significant power in the cladding.  This reveals the difficulty in coupling high-
power beams into fibers, since a misaligned beam, one with too large of a spot size, or 
one that is not well matched to the fiber NA, will couple a lot of the power into the 
cladding of the fiber and cause the tip to burn. 
The attenuation of the fiber is important to understand, since, in a long fiber, 
much of the power may be absorbed during transmission.  The attenuation depends on the 
wavelength, and for multimode fibers usually must be measured (7).  The conversion of 













where dBα  is the attenuation in dB/km, TP  is the power transmitted through the fiber and 
0P  is the power coupled into the fiber (1:6).  From pα and L, the length of the fiber, it is 
possible to calculate the effective length of the fiber, effL , using the relationship below 
 




The effective length is the length of gain equivalent to a fiber with no attenuation of the 
pump (1:301).  The gain from a Raman fiber amplifier, AG , is then given by 
 
 0 eff effexp( / )A RG g P L A=  (16) 
 
where Rg  is the Raman gain factor of the material, 0P  is the pump power coupled into 
the fiber, and effA  is the effective area of the core of the fiber (1:312).  The effective area 
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where F(x, y) is a modal distribution over the fundamental fiber modes.  However, this 
function is usually approximated by a Gaussian distribution and then yields the much 
simpler relationship on the right (1:44).  For the fiber used in this research, the width 
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where a is the radius of the fiber core and V is the normalized frequency given by 
 
 0V ak NA=  (19) 
 
where again a is the radius of the fiber core and 0k  is the wavenumber. 
From these equations it was possible to calculate the effA  of the 50μm fibers used 
in this research and was found to be approximately 131 μm2.  Knowing that the typical 
value used for the Raman gain factor Rg  for silica fibers is approximately 1x10
-13 m/W, 








≈  (20) 
 
to make a threshold calculation for SRS in the backward geometry (1:312).  Here, facp  is 
a factor between 1 and 2 that depends on whether polarization is maintained in the fiber 
between the pump and the Stokes waves.  For the longer fiber, thP  was found to be as 
low as 8.5 W if polarization is maintained, while the shorter fiber had a calculated 
minimum threshold of 13 W.  For this reason, a seed will be used since this threshold will 




 Finally, it is important to mention that the Raman shift for silica fibers is 
approximately 13 THz.  Starting from 282 THz (1.064μm), our frequencies of interest are 
269 THz (1.1165μm) for first order Stokes, and 256 THz (1.1723μm) for second order 
Stokes. 
Relevant Research 
In 1992, a paper by Chiang examined SRS in a 50μm graded index fiber (5).  In 
it, he details a discovery that although the fiber is multimode, the low order propagation 
modes are favored by the generated Stokes beam and so the fiber can simulate a single-
mode fiber or low order multimode fiber.  The suggestion was then made that the larger 
core size of the fiber would allow a larger spot size (allowing more power transmission 
without exceeding material damage thresholds), and more power for a Raman laser, but 
still propagate in a low order mode (better beam quality) due to the preferential excitation 
of the fundamental mode. 
A later experiment exploring backward SRS for wavefront reconstruction (WFR) 
found less WFR than expected (6).  WFR relies on a large number of Raman modes for 
cross correlation with the pump in order to accomplish its phase conjugation.  
Remembering Chiang’s work, the authors surmised that fewer Raman modes were 
present in the fiber than they had expected. 
Russell, et al experimented with forward SRS in order to characterize its potential 
for beam cleanup (11).  During their experiments, FWM was found to significantly limit 
the power at a single frequency in the Stokes output.  However, their results also 
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suggested the SRS conversion process could potentially improve beam quality by more 
than an order of magnitude over the quality of the pump. 
2004 saw the publication of a paper from Baek and Roh wherein a pump beam 
with an M2 of approximately 7.0 produced a Stokes beam with an M2 of 1.66 by 
implementing SRS cleanup in a Raman fiber laser oscillator configuration (2).  This 
improvement was possible because of the beam cleanup properties identified in the 
previous papers. 
Summary 
This chapter began with a basic introduction to nonlinear optics.  In the 
introduction, the relevant processes of SRS and FWM were discussed.  Next, the physics 
and equations applicable to SRS in a fiber were examined.  Finally, the previous research 






The purpose of this chapter is to explain the approach and setup used in each of 
this project’s experiments.  The setup for each experiment is explained as well as the key 
aspects in which it differs from the other experiments.  The setup for the Raman Fiber 
Laser (RFL) oscillator is explained first since it is used to produce the initial Stokes seed 
used by each of the experiments.  Also included in this section is a discussion of the 
cavity constructed for the pump laser used to pump the amplifiers.  Next described is the 
first setup using the 5.3km fiber with a λ/2 waveplate and polarization beam splitting 
cubes to control the power.  Then, the second configuration of the 5.3km fiber is 
explained.  Following that, the setup for the testing of the 2.5km fiber is covered.  
Finally, a description is provided of the diagnostic equipment used and types of 
measurements taken. 
 
Raman Fiber Laser Oscillator and Pump Laser Cavity 
 The original design for the experiments involved using a powerful Cutting Edge 
Optronics (CEO) diode pumped Nd:YAG laser head as both the pump for the RFL 
oscillator and the fiber amplifier.  However, the poor beam quality (high M2) of the CEO 
when operating at a power sufficient to allow splitting into two channels precluded 
efficient coupling into the 50μm fibers.  This approach was abandoned in favor of using 
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two lasers: the CEO laser for pumping the fiber amplifier and a diode pumped Nd:YAG 
Lee laser for pumping the RFL. 
 The fiber oscillator was constructed using a 300 meter fiber with a 50μm diameter 
multimode fiber core.  The fiber was manufactured by Corning, and was a graded index 
Corguide fiber with 125μm cladding and 245μm buffer.  The fiber is a silica fiber doped 
with Germanium to create the index gradient and has an acceptance angle of 0.20 NA. 
 Fiber Bragg gratings manufactured by Avensys were spliced onto both ends of the 
fiber to create a cavity for the first order Stokes wavelength at 1.1165μm.  In order to 
maximize the amount of Stokes generation in the cavity, gratings rated at 99% reflectivity 
by Avensys were chosen for both ends.  (The intent here was to ensure a seed rather than 
maximize the amount of seed generated.)  However, recent in-house assessments of these 
rated reflectivities suggest their performance may only be valid for single mode fiber (see 
Figure 3 below), and that for the case of a multimode fiber, actual reflectivity of these 
gratings is probably not higher than 50%. 
 
 
Figure 3. Typical Fiber Bragg Grating Reflectivity with Multimode Excitation (left) 
and Single Mode Excitation (right) (14). 
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The Lee laser at 1.064μm was used to pump the fiber oscillator on one end, and 
the output at 1.1165μm from the oscillator was then passed through an Edge Filter to 
separate the Stokes and the residual pump light.  This is shown in Figure 4 below.  The 
Edge Filter was manufactured by Semrock and is a Long Wave Pass (LWP) filter that 
reflects light at 1.064μm, but transmits longer wavelengths like 1.1165μm.  The 
transition from near total reflection to near total transmission is very abrupt as can be 
seen in Figure 5 on the next page. 
 
 
Figure 4. Diagram of the RFL Oscillator Setup. 1) Lee Pump Laser. 2) 16x 
Objective Lenses. 3) 300m RFL oscillator. 4) LWP Edge Filter. 5) Diagnostics. 
 
A diode pumped CEO laser head was used to pump the fiber amplifier for each of 
the experiments.  Using the manufacturer specifications as a guide, two flat mirrors were 
selected to create the cavity: one 99% high reflectivity mirror and one 80% reflectivity 
mirror for the output coupler.  The distance between the two mirrors was approximately 
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28cm with the laser head centered between the mirrors.  This produced a maximum 




Figure 5. Edge Filter Transmission Spectra (13). 
 
Later, an adjustable iris aperture was inserted into the cavity just before the output 
coupler to improve the beam quality of the pump output in order to achieve an acceptable 
coupling efficiency with the 50μm fiber.  Due to the very small aperture size needed to 
accomplish this, the reduced maximum output power was approximately 12 W. 
The Lee laser had a co-propagating Helium Neon (HeNe) laser operating in the 
visible range at 632.8nm that was used to assist with aligning the infrared output of the 
YAG.  To assist with alignment of the CEO laser, a second HeNe laser operating at 
548nm was positioned behind the high reflectivity mirror and used to align the cavity and 
output of the CEO. 
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Experiment 1: 5.3km Fiber with Polarization Beam Splitters 
The first fiber tested for the amplifier was a 5.3km length of Corning 50μm 
diameter multimode fiber core.  The fiber was a graded index Corguide fiber with 125μm 
cladding and 450μm buffer.  The fiber was a much older product (1992) and some of the 
details of its specifications have been lost, but with the exception of the unusual buffer 
diameter and age, exhibited characteristics identical to the standard fiber used in the 
oscillator.  
The amplifier was placed after the Edge Filter with the Stokes output of the RFL 
entering the front end of the amplifier.  The output of the CEO laser pump was passed 
through a Polarization Beam Splitting (PBS) cube in order to create a polarized beam 
while dumping the other polarization.  It was then passed through a λ/2 plate and then 
through a second PBS cube.  This allowed the CEO diodes to be run at full power 
continuously, and the amount of power supplied to be adjusted by rotating the λ/2 plate.  
The beam was then reflected from a mirror and then a second Edge Filter into the back 
end of the amplifier.  Diagnostics for measuring the output of the amplifier were placed 
behind the second Edge Filter.  Figure 6 below shows this setup. 
One of the key advantages for this setup was being able to control power using 
the λ/2 plate.  This allowed alignment to be made using the fully aberrated high power 
beam of the pump while transmitting only a fraction of the total power to the fiber mount. 
This helped prevent burning the fiber tip during the alignment process.  
The main disadvantage for this setup was that half the power (one polarization) 




Figure 6. Diagram of 5.3km Fiber with Polarization Beam Splitters. 1) Lee Pump 
Laser (top) and CEO Pump Laser (bottom). 2) 16x Objective Lenses. 3) 10x 
Objective Lens. 4) 300m RFL oscillator. 5) 5.3km Fiber amplifier. 6) Flat Mirror. 7) 
LWP Edge Filter. 8) Diagnostics. 9) PBS Cubes. 10) λ/2 Waveplate. 11) Beam 
Blocks. 
 
Experiment 2: 5.3km Fiber without Polarization Beam Splitters 
The second configuration used for testing was identical to the one used in the first 
experiment except that the PBS cubes and λ/2 waveplate were removed.  Figure 7 below 
shows this arrangement. 
An advantage for this arrangement is that since neither polarization from the 
pump is discarded, higher power is available for pumping the fiber.  The power delivered 
by the CEO pump laser is controlled by setting the power supplied to the diodes pumping 
the YAG rod. 
However, this means that alignment of the fiber at high powers becomes very 




Figure 7. Diagram of 5.3km Fiber without Polarization Beam Splitters. 1) Lee Pump 
Laser (top) and CEO Pump Laser (bottom). 2) 16x Objective Lenses. 3) 10x 
Objective Lens. 4) 300m RFL oscillator. 5) 5.3km Fiber amplifier. 6) Flat Mirror. 7) 
LWP Edge Filter. 8) Diagnostics. 
 
burn.  This disadvantage is significant, since the beam profile of the pump changes at 
high power due to the presence of higher order transverse modes, and adjustments to 
locate the optimum alignment at high power are needed.  At some point, a trade-off must 
be made between continuing to look for the optimum fiber alignment and thereby risking 
burning the fiber, versus accepting a working alignment that does not burn the fiber at 
full power, but is also not the optimum alignment.  After many attempts to align at high 
powers, 7 W was chosen as the highest power practical to attempt adjustments, although 




Experiment 3: 2.5km Fiber Amplifier 
The second fiber tested for the amplifier was a 2.5km length of Corning 50μm 
diameter multimode fiber core.  The fiber was a graded index Corguide fiber with 125μm 
cladding and 245μm buffer.  This fiber was identical in specifications to the 300m fiber 
used for the RFL oscillator.  The setup for this experiment is shown below in Figure 8.  It 
is identical to the setup in Experiment 2, except for the only change being a different 
fiber used for the amplifier segment. 
 
 
Figure 8. Diagram of 2.5km Fiber Amplifier. 1) Lee Pump Laser (top) and CEO 
Pump Laser (bottom). 2) 16x Objective Lenses. 3) 10x Objective Lens. 4) 300m RFL 
oscillator. 5) 2.5km Fiber amplifier. 6) Flat Mirror. 7) LWP Edge Filter. 8) 
Diagnostics. 
 
The advantages and disadvantages to this setup are the same as Experiment 2, 
since only the choice of fiber for the amplifier was changed.  The shorter fiber used for 
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the amplifier means less expected attenuation of the RFL seed beam, but also a shorter 
gain length. 
 
Diagnostic Equipment Description 
 Data was collected in each of the three experiments in three main areas: spectral 
data, beam profile and beam quality measurements, and power measurements. 
The spectral data was collected using an Ando AQ 6315 B Optical Spectrum 
Analyzer.  Data sets were collected on the spectrum of the RFL seed, and on the output 
Stokes beam from each of the fiber amplifier configurations.  The amplifier datasets were 
collected for three different levels of pumping: 0 W, 5 W, and 10 W. 
Each data set consisted of three spectral captures: one showing the first order 
Stokes frequency, one showing the second order Stokes frequency, and one broadband 
image covering the pump, first order, and second order frequencies together.  The 
narrowband image of the first order Stokes wavelength covered from 1110nm to 1120nm 
with a 0.05nm high spectral resolution.  The second order Stokes wavelength also used a 
10nm span from 1168nm to 1178nm at this same resolution.  The broadband image used 
a resolution of 1nm and covered from 1050nm to 1200nm. 
An Alpha NIR infrared camera was used to record images of the beam profile.  This 
camera was connected to a computer running Digital Beam Profiler software from Photon 
Inc.  Measurements of M2 were accomplished by scanning the camera through a 
secondary waist created by a 300mm lens and measuring the extent of the beam diameter.  
A diagram of this diagnostic setup appears in Figure 9 below.  The software was using 




Figure 9.  Diagnostic Setup for Measurements Leading to M2 Calculation. 
 
of 100 samples when generating this measurement.  Mathematica was then used to fit 











⎢ ⎥= + ⎜ ⎟
⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
 (21) 
 
using a nonlinear regression technique in order to calculate a value for M2.  In the 
equation, 0Rw  is the radius of the beam waist, z is the position along the direction of 
propagation, R ( )w z is the radius of the beam at z, and λ  is the wavelength of the 
propagating beam (10).  The code used for Mathematica is given in Appendix A.  Beam 
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profiles and M2 measurements were performed for the RFL seed, output of each amplifier 
for 0 W, 5 W, and 10 W of pump, and of the seed and pump after being coupled through 
1 meter of fiber.  The power readings were recorded by a 30W detector head connected to 
a Thor Labs power meter and a 10W detector head connected to a second Thor Labs 
power meter.  A 300 W Newport 818P-300-55 detector connected to a Newport 1825-C 
power/energy meter was used to monitor the residual pump from the Lee laser generating 
the RFL seed.  Power readings for each amplifier were recorded using the Thor Labs 
built-in averaging ability over 1 minute intervals because the RFL seed exhibited some 
fluctuation over the course of a dozen seconds.  The fluctuation in the seed was possibly 
a consequence of mode competition due to the use of multimode gratings in the RFL.  
Power data was also collected after 1 meter of fiber on each end of the amplifier in order 
to show what was actually coupled into the fiber from the pump and RFL seed. 
Summary 
This chapter covered the setup used to assess the feasibility of a backward seeded 
Raman fiber amplifier to eliminate FWM and still provide amplification and beam 
cleanup.   To start, the setup of the RFL oscillator for generating a Raman seed and cavity 
for the CEO pump head was covered.  Next, a description of the first setup, using the 
5.3km fiber making use of a λ/2 waveplate for power control, was provided.  Then, the 
second—more powerful—setup for the 5.3km fiber was described.  After that, the setup 
for the testing of the 2.5km fiber was delineated.  Finally, a description of the diagnostic 
equipment used and the types of measurements recorded was detailed.
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IV. Analysis and Results 
 
Chapter Overview 
This chapter presents the data and results of the three experiments:  the 5.3km 
amplifier with λ/2 waveplate, 5.3km without λ/2 waveplate, and 2.5km amplifier.  A look 
at FWM and single pass unseeded Raman output is discussed first.  Second, the spectral 
data acquired is presented and reviewed.  Next, the beam profile and measurements of M2 
is covered.  Finally, the amount of power output of the amplifiers is evaluated. 
 
FWM Data 
The primary reason for using the backward pumping geometry was to determine 
if it would eliminate the phase matching condition between the pump and the Stokes 
photons needed to produce FWM while at the same time producing beam cleanup.  
During the experiments, it was noted that the 5.3km fiber was long enough to reduce the 
threshold for SRS sufficiently for the generation of a weak Stokes beam in both the 
forward and backward directions without a seed.  A full description and presentation of 
this data is presented here and the setup for this configuration is shown below in Figure 
10. 
A full set of power characterization data and several spectral images on these 
Stokes beams generated without a seed were collected.  Both a forward propagating (as 
seen from the CEO pump) and a backward propagating Stokes beam were detected 




Figure 10. Diagram of Setup for Measurement of FWM in the 5.3km Fiber. 1) CEO 
Pump Laser. 2) 16x Objective Lens. 3) 10x Objective Lens. 4) 5.3km Fiber amplifier. 
5) Flat Mirror. 6) LWP Edge Filter. 7) Diagnostics. 
 
 




Figure 12. FWM in the 5.3km Fiber, 1.2mW of Forward Stokes Power. 
 
Figure 13. FWM in the 5.3km Fiber, Pump at 80mW over the Stokes Threshold. 
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spectral data for the forward Stokes beam and can be seen in Figure 11 and Figure 12 
above. 
Figure 13 above shows that the higher order Stokes modes in the forward 
direction are produced almost immediately.  Since there is not enough power in the first 
order Stokes beam to reach the threshold for the second order Stokes (and similarly for 
the second order to start the third), they are started from FWM. 
However, Figure 14 below shows the spectrum of the backward Stokes radiation.  
In contrast to the forward Stokes, almost all of the power exists in the first order Stokes 
frequency, and second and third order Stokes exist only as low level spontaneous noise. 
 
 





Figure 15. Sensitivity of Forward and Backward Stokes Excitation with Poor Pump 
Alignment at High Power with the Fundamental Fiber Mode. 
Table 1. Single Pass Power Data (in mW) for Forward and Backward Stokes 
Generation in the 5.3km Fiber. 
Error Error Error
Forward Backward Residual
310 0.02 0 0 0 112.4 26.06
400 0.11 0.01 0 0 142.9 16.84
500 0.28 0.02 0 0 173.6 15.13
600 0.5 0.05 0 0 206.7 18.55
715 0.9 0.1 0 0 237.9 15.75
795 1.25 0.1 1.476 1.788 251.1 15.88
1000 2.4 0.3 3.784 1.674 299 4.927
1500 3.9 0.5 4.323 1.716 445.4 5.226
2000 7.2 0.8 5.232 2.007 585.1 7.734
2500 11 1 5.203 2.213 688.9 5.009
3100 12 1 6.96 2.214 858.8 5.867
3500 10.4 1 6.575 2.107 987 7.704
4000 8.2 1 5.257 2.139 1150 5.631
4500 7.4 1.5 7.231 2.147 1259 6.074
5000 5.3 1 8.74 1.891 1383 6.325
5500 3 0.5 9.553 1.869 1514 9.551
6100 1.3 0.2 8.019 1.971 1637 6.129
6600 1.1 0.2 9.591 1.607 1704 6.432
7200 1.1 0.2 10.62 1.705 1791 7.879
8000 1.2 0.2 9.544 1.914 1925 6.693
8700 1.2 0.2 10.29 1.499 2026 6.68
9300 1 0.2 10.12 1.719 2097 6.052











One final note of interest from the data collected is the difference in threshold  
power for when the forward and backward Stokes beams are manifested.  Figure 15 
shows that the forward Stokes begins much earlier, but as power increases, the forward 
Stokes excitation loses efficiency.  This may be due to degraded coupling of the pump 
into the fundamental mode of the fiber.  However, the generation of backward Stokes 
seems to be much less sensitive to this alignment issue.  Additionally, higher attenuation 
at the longer wavelengths created by FWM in the forward Stokes may also account for 
some of the differences in power between the two propagation directions.  However, the 
true cause of this loss of efficiency is unclear.  On the previous page, Table 1 presents the 
actual figures measured and is included for completeness. 
 
Spectral Data and Results 
Spectral measurements were taken first of the RFL seed.  At first, it appears that 
the output is as clean as intended, consisting only of first order Stokes at 1.116μm as seen 
in Figure 16 below.  However, Figure 17 below shows a high resolution look at the 
second order Stokes wavelength of 1.172μm and reveals the presence of a very small 
signal.  This is important to keep in mind since any 2nd order Stokes in the amplifier 
provides a seed to aid the conversion of power in the first order Stokes to the second 
order Stokes. 
The first and second experiments both involved the same length of 5.3km fiber, 




Figure 16. Spectrum of RFL Seed. 
 




Figure 18. First Order Stokes Spectrum in 5.3km Fiber with λ/2 Waveplate. 
 




power was controlled.  Spectrally, the two do not have important differences in setup.  
Figure 18 and Figure 19 above show the first order Stokes with 5 W of pumping.  The 
difference in intensity here is primarily due to coupling efficiency into the spectrum 
analyzer and fluctuations in power of the RFL seed.  Figure 20 below shows the first 
order Stokes from the 2.5km fiber, also with 5 W of pump.  It is much higher in intensity 
since attenuation in the shorter fiber was observed to be much less pronounced.  
Spectrally though, all three figures show a first order Stokes beam with a full width half 
maximum (FWHM) of about 0.8nm centered at about 1.1161μm.  However, the 
important question is whether FWM is taking place. 
 
 




Figure 21. Spectrum of 5.3km Fiber with 10 W of Pump. 
 




Figure 23. Second Order Stokes Wavelength of 5.3km Fiber with no Pumping. 
 




Figure 25. Second Order Stokes Wavelength of 2.5km Fiber with no Pumping. 
 
Figure 26. Second Order Stokes Wavelength of 2.5km Fiber with 10 W of Pump. 
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Figure 11 in the previous section showed FWM with 10 mW of Stokes power in 
the forward direction with only 3.5 W of pumping and no seed.  It is clear from that 
figure that a substantial amount of the total power exists simultaneously at the first, 
second, and third order Stokes wavelengths and they are noticeably visible in the 
spectrum.  Even fourth and fifth order Stokes are visible.  However, there is no similar 
sign in the backwards geometry of even the second order Stokes wavelength in Figure 21 
and Figure 22 above.  A closer look at the second order Stokes wavelength for the 5.3km 
fiber is shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24.  Figure 25 and Figure 26 show the same for 
the 2.5km.  From these figures it is possible to confirm that no significant FWM is taking 
place even at our maximum level of pumping.  In fact, the peak associated with the 
second order Stokes is very noisy and broad because it is barely above the noise floor and 
not seeing significant gain.  All of the power absorbed from the pump is being used to 
amplify the first order Stokes. 
 
Beam Profiles and Beam Quality 
In order to assess the amount of beam cleanup taking place for each of the 
experiments, measurements necessary to calculate M2 were made.  Additionally, images 
of the beam profile were also captured.  By comparing the relative size of both the near-
field and far-field images, it is possible to get a rough idea of the magnitude of beam 
cleanup taking place.  If the near-field images are the same size, the far-field images of a 
beam with a markedly better M2 will be smaller than the far-field image of a beam with a 
higher M2 at the same wavelength. 
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Figure 27 below shows the profile of the CEO pump laser after being coupled 
through 1m of fiber.  The calculated M2 of the pump was 8.15 ± 0.03; however, it was not 
found to influence the M2 of the output Stokes beam from the amplifier.  The only impact 
the poor quality of the pump beam had was on the ability to couple power into the fiber 
efficiently for use in amplification. 
 
Figure 27. Near-field (left) and Far-field (right) Images of the CEO Pump Laser 
After 1 Meter of Fiber. 
 
 
Figure 28. Far-field Images of the Stokes Beam in the 5.3km Fiber with 0 W (left) 




In the 5.3km fiber, calculation of the M2 of the RFL seed after 1m of fiber yielded 
a value of 7.6 ± 0.1.  After passing through the entire fiber, measurements indicated that 
the M2 of the Stokes beam was up to 8.09 ± 0.09.  Once the pump was added, the M2 of 
the Stokes output improved, achieving a best value in the 5.3km fiber of 6.7 ± 0.2 for 5 
W of pump.  Measurement at 10 W of power showed an M2 of 7.9 ± 0.2.  Figure 28 
above shows the far-field images of the unpumped and pumped output from the fiber. 
The 2.5km fiber yielded a similar pattern of results to the 5.3km fiber.  The RFL 
seed after 1m of fiber had an M2 of 4.62 ± 0.08.  This had increased to 4.8 ± 0.1after 
passing through the entire fiber, and with 5 W of pump improved to a best value of 3.9 ± 
0.5.  10 W of pump demonstrated an M2 of 4.3 ± 0.1.  Far-field images for the 2.5km 
fiber appear below in Figure 29 below. 
 
 
Figure 29. Far-field Images of the Stokes Beam in the 2.5km Fiber with 0 W (left) 
and 5 W (right) of Pump. 
 
At this point it is important to comment that so few measurements at various 
powers for calculating M2 were taken that it would be a mistake to construe any sort of 
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relation to an optimal pumping level for beam cleanup in the backward geometry.  The 
fact that the beam quality was worse at 10 W for both fibers than at 5 W could be due to a 
poorer alignment of the pump at this power with the fundamental mode of the fiber.  The 
only clear-cut relationship supported by the data is that pumping slightly improved the 
beam quality over no pumping, and that the improvement seen was both definite and 
small.  This suggests that the beam quality of the coupled seed may be more important 
for a backward seeded geometry. 
 
Results of Power Measurements 
The power measurements from all three experiments were very consistent.  
Although the amount of seed was attenuated to a different extent depending on the length 
of the fiber, as soon as pumping began, an increase in the amount of output Stokes was 
detected.  This indicated gain in the fiber, but for amplification, the output power has to 
exceed the initial power.  In other words, you need enough gain to overcome the 
attenuation due to the length of fiber. 
For each experiment, a measurement of the RFL seed before the fiber amplifier 
and after 1 meter of fiber was made in order to assess the coupling efficiency.  This was 
used to determine the amount of power actually being coupled into the fiber for use in 
determining whether amplification was occurring.  For example, in the 2.5km fiber, 661 
mW was coupled into the fiber out of 843 mW before the fiber.  This indicated a coupling 
efficiency of 78.4% for the alignment.  During the time data was being collected on the 
amount of gain and amplification taking place, 1.04 W of Stokes seed was measured 
coming from the RFL.  Assuming a 78.4% coupling efficiency, this means an initial seed 
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of 815 mW was actually coupled into the fiber.  With no pumping, the fiber had a Stokes 
output of 516 mW.  This indicates an overall attenuation of the Stokes wavelength of 
36.7% for this length of fiber (0.8 dB/km).  With 10 W of pump, the output Stokes was 
measured to be 1.248 W.  This indicated a gain of 241.8% over the attenuated output of 
516 mW and an amplification of 153.1% over the coupled input of 815 mW. 
Figure 30 below shows the power readings recorded for the 2.5km fiber, and 
Figure 31 shows the power for the second set of measurements on the 5.3km fiber.  
Coupled is the amount of residual pump exiting the front of the fiber with no seed present 
whereas Depleted shows the amount of residual pump remaining when the seed was 
present.  Stokes is the amount of total Stokes output measured.  The graphs do include 
























Figure 30. 2.5km Fiber Power Data. 
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Figure 31. 5.3km Fiber Power Data, 2nd Trial. 
 
Table 2. Standard Deviation of Power Measurements in Watts in 2.5km Fiber. 
Error Error Error Error
Pump Coupled Stokes Depleted
0 0 0 0 0.5162 0.02858 0 0
1.015 0.01254 0.5797 0.005322 0.5589 0.03278 0.5019 0.005965
2.020 0.01287 1.115 0.006592 0.6551 0.04165 0.9696 0.01009
3.001 0.01276 1.610 0.006253 0.6656 0.03986 1.422 0.01122
4.045 0.01757 2.028 0.006388 0.7008 0.03468 1.797 0.01187
4.993 0.008398 2.417 0.00927 0.7461 0.0567 2.141 0.0198
6.013 0.01321 2.707 0.008649 0.8512 0.05272 2.375 0.02242
6.976 0.01898 2.897 0.01318 0.8735 0.0252 2.533 0.01501
8.071 0.0232 3.080 0.01593 1.042 0.03167 2.661 0.01001
9.112 0.03046 3.260 0.02055 1.139 0.03549 2.772 0.01774
9.931 0.03391 3.413 0.02479 1.248 0.05982 2.859 0.01773





The roll off in Stokes power in Figure 31 is attributed to a combination of decreased 
overlap of the pump power with the seed and a possible temporal minimum in input seed 
power.  Table 2 on the previous page shows the typical amount of error associated with 
each of the measurements.  As can be seen, the output of the pump beam had 
approximately one-fifth of the standard deviation for a given amount of power and was 
therefore much more stable than the Stokes seed.  This is attributed to the RFL output, 
rather than the amplification process.  A measurement of the Stokes output of the RFL 
showed 1.04 W with a standard deviation of 52.36 mW.  This error pattern was very 
consistent for both fibers and for each experiment. 
The numbers for the 5.3km fiber indicated a 63.9% coupling efficiency, which 
translates into 597 mW of seed.  The fiber had a Stokes output of 172 mW with no 
pumping, an overall attenuation of 71.2% for this length of fiber (1.0 dB/km).  With 9 W 
of pump, the output Stokes was measured to be 553 mW.  This indicated a gain of 
321.3% over the attenuated output of 172 mW, but was just short of amplification at 
92.5% over the coupled input of 597 mW.  Incidentally, the Stokes output at 10 W was  
lower than at 5 W at 523 mW, indicating that the higher transverse modes of the pump at 
10 W were not as well aligned with the fundamental mode of the fiber. 
 
Summary 
This chapter reviewed the data collected from the three experiments.  However, 
the first topic covered was a look at single pass unseeded Raman output.  FWM was 
noted in the forward direction, but not in the backward direction.  Next, it was possible to 
determine from the spectral data from the main three experiments that the backward 
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pumping geometry also did not suffer from FWM the way a forward pumped 
configuration suffers from FWM.  The beam profiles and beam quality calculations 
showed that beam cleanup does occur in the backward configuration, but only very 
weakly and overall beam quality may be strongly influenced by the quality of the original 
coupled seed beam.  The beam quality was not dependent on the quality of the coupled 
pump, though.  Finally, the power data showed that gain occurred in all the fibers.  While 
power was insufficient to show amplification in the longer 5.3km fiber, even without the 




V. Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
Conclusions 
The backward pumping geometry does successfully eliminate the problem of 
FWM.  Power remained well confined to the first order Stokes wavelength. 
This pumping configuration was also satisfactory for amplifying an initial seed.  
The 2.5km fiber evidenced an overall amplification of 150% with 10 W of pumping in 
the fiber.  The failure to create actual amplification in the 5.3km fiber was due to the 
limited available power that could be coupled into the fiber and the amount of attenuation 
this length of fiber produced that had to be overcome.  With more power, the 5.3km fiber 
would also have experienced amplification of the seed. 
However, it appears that there may be a significant drawback to the backward 
seeded geometry: beam cleanup was very limited.  Forward pumping without a seed 
generally produces a much better beam quality than what was observed with the 
backward seeded geometry.  Although the beam quality data was limited, it appears the 
backward geometry can improve the beam quality of the seed only by a very limited 
amount.  The best beam quality achieved in the 5.3km fiber was 6.7 ± 0.2 with 5 W of 
pump, and 3.9 ± 0.5 in the 2.5km fiber also with 5 W of pump.  It may be necessary to 





Future Suggested Work 
Through the course of completing this research, several other avenues deserving 
investigation presented themselves.  Due to the limited time constraints and the scope of 
this project, it will therefore be up to others to complete these explorations.  A few of 
these problems are outlined below. 
During my experiments, insufficient data was collected on the output beam 
quality to allow any trend with the input seed beam’s quality to be observed or predicted.  
It would be desirable to understand and be able to predict the impact on final beam 
quality that the seed beam has in the backward configuration.  Any possible reliance on 
the amount of beam quality enhancement as a function of the amplification present 
should also be analyzed. 
My experiments dealt exclusively with 50μm multimode graded index fiber.  This 
type of fiber is also commonly manufactured with core diameters of 62.5μm and 100μm 
diameters.  The larger core diameter would facilitate coupling of a higher power, but 
poorer quality, pump beam.  Although the larger diameter decreases the overall power 
density and consequently the overall gain an amplified seed could attain for a given pump 
power, it may be possible to more than compensate for this loss with the increased power 
coupling.  These fibers would likely allow even greater levels of amplification, and 
characterization of this is needed. 
Investigation into these areas would further extend our understanding of how to 
maximize amplification using a backward geometry, while achieving a high beam quality 
necessary for defense applications.  The trade-offs identified would be crucial to our 
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understanding of how to scale fiber lasers up to the power needed to allow the more 
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